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Despite certain quantum concepts, such as super-
positioned states, entanglement; ’spooky action at
a distance’ and tunneling through insulating walls,
being somewhat counter-intuitive, they are no doubt
extremely useful constructs in theoretical and experimental
physics. More uncertain, however, is whether or not
these concepts are fundamental to biology and living
processes. Of course, at the fundamental level all
things are quantum, because all things are built from
the quantized states and rules that govern atoms. But
when does the quantum mechanical toolkit become
the best tool for the job? This review looks at four
areas of “quantum effects in biology”. These are
biosystems that are very diverse in detail but possess
some commonality. They are all i) effects in biology:
rates of a signal (or information) that can be calculated
from a form of the “golden rule” and ii) they are
all protein-pigment (or ligand) complex systems. It
is shown, beginning with the rate equation, that all
these systems may contain some degree of quantum
effect, and where experimental evidence is available,
it will be explored how the quantum analysis aids
understanding of the process is explored.
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1. Introduction
Four living processes are considered in this review: a reaction mechanism (enzyme catalysis), a
sensory signal (olfaction), the transfer of energy (photosynthesis) and the encoding of information
(magnetodetection). Though diverse areas, they have at least two common threads i) they are
biosystems that may be understood in terms of a rate ii) and they are all biosystems consisting of
a pigment (or pigment-like molecule, such as a ligand/odorant/flavin) in a protein environment.
Examining the rate equation, based on Fermi’s golden rule, will allow us to consider “quantum
effects” and, surprisingly, it will be seen that the protein environment of these systems does not
camouflage or collapse any state, but, conversely seems to not only enable the said rate, but to
further- to enhance- it. The ways in which the full system is treated involves various degrees of
“quantumness” and we shall see briefly how this is done in the four systems that follow. Firstly
it is shown that the remarkably fast reaction rates of enzymes are accelerated by the tunneling
phenomena. Secondly it is conjectured that the signalling in olfaction is also a tunneling effect,
enabled by the presence of an odorant with a signature quantum mechanical vibration (its smell!).
Thirdly it is seen that the superposition of excited states upon light excitation in photosynthesis
supports long-lived coherent states that explain the efficiency of energy transfer. Fourthly, and
finally, magnetorecepion is briefly examined, where it may be seen that entangled states encode
the angle of magnetic field lines, perceived in animals as differences in reaction rates. Thus,
the common “quantum effect” hallmarks of tunneling, wave superposition /coherence, and the
“spooky” entanglement phenomena are all represented. Where available, this review is written
around experimental evidence and theory is described in order to explain/ predict the quantum
effects. Whether any quantum theorizing illuminates and explains a biological effect is then
briefly discussed in the conclusions with a final mention of the role of the environment and what
remains as future work and challenges in the field.

(a) Rate equation
Be it a charge or energy transfer (or both) the systems discussed below share one commonality:
a transition from one state to another, and the rate of the transition can be analysed with the rate
equation, or the “golden rule”:

rate(D→A) =
2π

~
|HDA|

2

ρ, (1.1)

where the rate describes a transition from D (donor, initial state, or reactant) to A (acceptor,
final state, or product), were ρ is the density of states that can accept the transferring particle (or
Franck-Condon factors, FCs), ~ is the Planck constant (quantum of action) and HDA are transition
matrix elements, where the transition may be tunneling (but not necessarily!). In all cases disclosed
here, transfer occurs between an initial (donor,D) and final (acceptor,A) state, and always within
a protein environment that may be in a complex with a small molecule be it a substrate, odorant or
chromophore. The transit can be treated classically, or with various degrees of quantum definition
(e.g., of the electronic states and/or nuclear states). One tool, simple and effective for describing
any transfer event is a configuration coordinate diagram as in figure 1, where a classical picture is
illustrated.

In classical absolute reaction rate theory, Eyring 1935 [3], the rate constant of a transitioning
particle from D to A, as in figure 1, would be given by:

k= κBexp

{
−∆G‡

kBT

}
, (1.2)

k= κBexp

{
∆S‡

kB

}
exp

{
−∆H‡

kBT

}
, (1.3)
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Figure 1. Left: a configuration coordinate diagram showing the activation energy barrier E‡, separating the reactant

states (donor D) from the product states (acceptor A) which are shown as diabatic Born-Oppenheimer surfaces, with

κ= 1, as in equation 1.2. Shown also; ∆E the energy difference at mininum between the D and A, at XD and XA

respectively, λ the reorganization energy and the reaction coordinate Q [1], [2]. Xc indicates a crossing point for the

transitioning particle at *. Right: a classical tunneling (or insulating) barrier that separates the donor and acceptor positions,

barrier height is E‡, barrier width is distance r.

where B ∼ 1011M−1s−1 is the collision frequency of the reacting particles depending on the
nature and phase of the mixture. The above relates to the Arrhenius equation [2]:

k= k∞exp

{
−∆E‡

kBT

}
. (1.4)

Where ∆E‡ is the energy of activation, ∆G‡ is the free energy, ∆H‡ is the enthalpy and
∆S‡ the entropy. Within this classical regime the factor κ 7−→ |HDA|2 , see equation 1.1, and its
value determines adiabacity/non-adiabacity, with κ= 1 or κ< 1 respectively, i.e., the nature of the
Born-Oppenheimer surfaces (as depicted in figure 1. The configuration coordinate diagram shows
these terms, and by the parabola geometry it can be found that E‡ = (λ+∆E)2 /4λ where λ is
the reorganization (or relaxation) energy coupled to the particle transfer. The total reorganization
energy is usually considered as a summation of inner shell atoms (i) and solvent molecules (o)
re-arranging respectively, λ= λi + λo where:

λi =
1

2

∑
kij
j

Q2
j , (1.5)

and theQs indicate harmonic oscillators, i.e., the displacement from equilibrium position upon
charge transfer, as governed by Hooke’s law where kij is a spring constant, assuming normal mode
vibrations. The outer molecular environment re-arrangement is given by:

λo =
(∆e)2

4πεo

(
1

2r1
+

1

2r2
− 1

r12

)(
1

Dop
− 1

DS

)
, (1.6)

where the charged particle, in this case, is an electron e and r is the radii of two reactants,
r12 of the two reactants in contact, DS is the static dielectric constant and Dop is the square of
refractive index of reaction. The reorganization energy can be generalized to λ= µω2Q2/2, where
Q is a normal mode, µ is the reduced mass and ω= 2πv is the angular frequency of oscillation,
examining figure 1, it can be seen that this reorganization energy is that energy required to
displace Q without charge transfer, Q=XD −XA.

In the purely classical picture it is the case that for a transition D 7→A there is a probability
of occurence determined mainly by overcoming the activation energy barrier E‡, and the ability
of the environment to arrange such that there is crossing at Xc, and there is energy conservation
ED =EA. That is if the particle is considered a ball as in figure 1. If the particle is considered a
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wave; the probabilities change determined by the overlap of wavefunctions. The energy barrier
depicted by the wall ∆E‡ becomes penetrable: tunneling occurs. In the quantum mechanical
penetration of a square barrier like in figure 1 [2], the probability of a particle penetrating is given
by [4]:

P ∝ e(−2/~)
√
2m∆E‡r, (1.7)

such that the probability decays exponentially with increasing barrier width r and the decay
constant varies with the square root of the barrier height ∆E‡ and mass m of the particle. Thus in
classical activation: the height of the barrier is the main hurdle, whereas in quantum activation:
the width of the barrier is also an important obstacle, given the rate falls off exponentially
with distance. This review highlights the use of this equation 1.1 for tunneling phenomena,
as Oppenheimer first showed in 1928 [5], but applied to biology. Further it will be seen that
various other effects in biological systems beyond tunneling, such as coherence (section 4) and
entanglement (section 5) arise from the analysis of the rate equation and the determination of the
Hamiltonian that defines the transtion from D to A, HDA.

(b) The environment, helps or hinders?
In the rate equation, the Hamiltonian HDA may simply describe two eigenstates, D and A.
In some cases this is enough to describe rate observations, in others a fuller definition of the
Hamiltonian is required, which may be limited by what is definitively known of the system. In
the field “quantum effects in biology” the Hamiltonian is that of an open quantum system: that is a
quantum mechanical system that is influenced by its immediate environment:

H =HS +HE +HI . (1.8)

HereHS is the Hamiltonian for the system,HE describes the free evolution of the environment
and HI the interaction between the environment and the system [6]. If we are describing electron
transfer for example, HS may involve electronic states on D and A. In fact in equation 1.8 it most
often is the case that HS represents electronic states, HE , the nuclear states and HI the nuclear-
electronic interactions. Such that the Hamiltonian is written so that electronic states are coupled
to a ’bath’ of nuclear motion that may be represented by a collection of (bosonic) oscillators as
in equation 1.5 or as a collection of spin states see section 5. The Hamiltonian H (or HDA) is
considered “closed” if the system-environment evolves unitarily (see section (a)) but “open” if
non-unitary (the environment, or protein’s, degrees of freedom are taken into account). The open
quantum system thus accounts for the quantum effects of the protein dynamics on the rate (e.g of
charge/energy transfer), typically expected to dissipate and “leak” information.

Usually environmental variables are controlled where possible in physical tests, one variable is
isolated and the effect of changes on the rest of the system monitored. Where quantum effects are
typically observed, the system is usually a relatively simple, perhaps single molecule. In contrast
biological systems, likely of many molecules (and atoms), degrees of freedom and so, many
variables, are not simple. In the simplest forms the following examples constitute a particle (e.g.
an electron, a photon) a ligand (or pigment) and a protein which hosts the interaction. Proteins
have many degrees of freedom and so potential energy landscape, and are dynamical beasts
which move within this multidimensional landscape. This environment is often in the literature
refered to as a “wet, noisy and warm system” in contrast to the isolated, single molecule view
that a solid state physicist may prefer. This wet warm noise, is thought to “drown” out any fine
tuned quantum effect. Whatever an electron or a photon may be doing would be washed away
by the large amplitude, governed by kT, of nuclear vibrations insensitive to the transitions in and
around them. Fascinatingly, and contrary to expectations, it seems that, far from being insensitive
to, or drowning out, these small effects, it is becoming clear that the protein environment is not
only integral to, but assists these rate changes contrary to expectations. Such “protein-pigment-
complexes” or PPCs will be described in the following four examples. Notably, only one such
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PPC is depicted here, in figure 7, with protein data bank information (pdb code 3BSD). Structure
data for PPCs are ubiquitous for enzymatic systems, but unknown in the case of olfaction and
magnetodetection. Not unsurprisingly, much more testing of “quantum effects” has ensued in
the (much larger, and growing, field) of photosynthesis. One reason being the photosynthetic
materials present less challenges experimentally, but also they are more water soluble (more than
olfactory receptors for example), available and cheap, e.g., spinach can be used to extract a light
harvesting system for testing relatively easily.

2. Enzymes
Enzymatic processes are catalytic mechanisms in the body for essential biochemical processes e.g.,
hydrolysis of the neurotransmitter acetylcholine by the enzyme acetylcholinesterase. The paradigm
for enzymatic reactions is the “lock and key” concept (see also section 3) derived from the fact
that the enzyme substrate binds into an “active site” on the enzyme structure, making particular
intermolecular contacts with amino acid residues on the enzyme. These residues typically act as
nucleophiles or acid/base catalysts in the reaction, which occurs only if these point contacts are
made: as a key (substrate) fitting into a lock (enzyme). Obtaining this particular arrangement,
like a ’lock and key’ or a ’hand in glove’ between the enzyme and substrate, may involve orbital
steering, and ’pushes’ the substrate towards a Transition State (TS), along the reaction trajectory
from the initial (reactant) to the final (product) state (or from D to A as in figure 1). This fit
then drives a transition along a reaction pathway, on a configuration coordinate diagram and the
activation energy of the reaction is lowered (see equation 1.4). The phrase for this process, first
coined by Pauling [1], [7], is the “enhanced transition state theory”, so-called “enhanced” because
of this preferential binding between enzyme and substrate, that cannot be easily mimicked or
substituted. However, a confounding puzzle exists: the efficiency (or speed) with which this
transition occurs (i.e., there can be 1025 fold difference in rate, experimentally observed, when
comparing the molecules reacting in solution versus enzymatic environments [1]), cannot solely
be explained by classical mechanics and any purely classical transition state theory (TST). Not
only are these fast rates observed, but enzymatic processes exhibit weird behaviour with respect
to temperature. How are these strange results and faster rates achieved?

Key experiments in 1966 by DeVault and Chance first showed that a tunneling effect was
present in enzymes see figure 2 [8]. In Chromatium Vinsosum, a photosynthetic bacterium,
light-induced oxidation of cytochrome initiates electron transfer from cytochrome (donor, D)
to bacteriochlorophyll, BChl (acceptor, A), see figure 2 for DeVault and Chance’s depiction
of the path. Unless the two molecules are in close proximity (within Van der Waals contact),
electron transfer from cytochrome to BChl is divided by a barrier, a classically forbidden/
insulating barrier. The experiments showed that, as expected, the oxidation at high temperatures
is temperature dependent; the rates are faster at higher temperatures indicating there Fis an
activation barrier to surmount as in figure 1. But, surprisingly, at lower temperatures (100- 4K)
the temperature dependence is lost, and the reaction still occurs without the “required” energy
to overcome the TST activation barrier. This implies, that without the kick of kinetic energy
to surmount the barrier, the electrons must be quantum mechanically tunneling through. This
finding thus first highlighted the inability of TST in its classical regime to explain the temperature
independence at low temperature and the high rates of electron transfer. Whilst increasing the
temperature does increase the reaction rate, the classical theory still doesn’t account for the fastest
rates. Quantum tunneling is one way to penetrate barrier crossing and so avoid the barrier height
issue to enable and enhance a rate.
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Figure 2. DeVault and Chance’s pictoral description of the tunneling region between cytochrome and bacteriochlorophyll

(BChl) from [8] with permission from Elsevier. Energetic levels occupied by valence electrons are shown. The BChl is

excited by light ~v which leaves a hole quickly filled by an electron tunneling from the cytochrome. DeVault and Chance

also indicate the possibility of an “activated” path versus the tunneling path, where the activated path may be enabled,

for example, by a vibration in the cytochrome, bringing together the energetic states to the crossing point * see figure 1,

and/or the tunneling path also ma be “stabilized by a phonon emission” [8].

Are enzymes using quantum tunneling to enable and/or enhance their rates? One way to
test the idea is with the Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE); increasing the mass of an atom (where to
within a suitable degree, all else remains the same) by isotopic substitution will alter the rate,

in a mass (frequency dependent) manner given v= 1
2π

√
k
µ , where k is the force constant, µ the

reduced mass and ω is the bond frequency, and ω= 2πv. Heavier isotopes have lower frequencies
v, a higher activation energy ∆E‡ and so a lower rate- if determined by equation 1.4. Changing
the mass in the rate equation determined by TST thus yields an expected rate change, e.g., for
deuterium vs hydrogen (D/H) and tritium over hydrogen (T/H). So isotopic substitution allows
a test for how well the observed rates can be predicted in a KIE:

KIE =
kl
kh

=
Al
Ah

exp

{
E‡(h)− E‡(l)

RT

}
. (2.1)

Where l denotes the light particle and h denotes the heavy particle,A is an Arrhenius prefactor,
R is a gas constant and E‡ is an activation energy (see figure 1)[1]. This rate equation attempts
to explain the empirical evidence of the very fast rates and the seemingly odd temperature
dependance, classically. However the rate constant deviations are not as expected. Indeed,
deviations from the expected rate have been consistently observed in experiment, indicating
quantum mechanical tunneling. Considering a hydrogen transfer event, see figure 3, [9]. It can
be expected that as hydrogen would have a lower activation energy it will have a faster rate. Not
considered in the classical regime is that it is more probable not just because of a reduction in the
barrier height (activation enthalpy ∆E‡) but also a reduction in the distance of transition (width
of barrier) r, see equation 1.7 and figure 1. Lighter particles can tunnel over larger distances.
Heavier particles have comparably shorter de Broglie wavelengths: i.e., they are more succeptable
to distance fluctuations and so do not tunnel as far. In 1989 Judith Klinman was the first to show
proton tunneling in enzyme reactions using the Kinetic Isotope Effect (KIE) with consideration of
full quantum mechanical vibrations to narrow the D-A gap (r) and facilitate tunneling, providing
less width for more efficient tunneling which explains the increased rates better [10].

Using equation 1.1 and 1.4, and so treating the nuclear motion classically but the charge
transition quantum mechanically:
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kDA =
2π

~
1√

4πλkBT
H2
DAexp

(
− (λ−∆E)2

4λkBT

)
, (2.2)

we acquire the non-adiabatic semi-classical Marcus theory expression which can be used in
the high temperature limit (when all the vibrations are excited) kBT ? ~ωo [2], [11]. So transitions
at high temperature can be measured and calculated for their rates, however, a fully quantum
picture is required to determine the temperature independence at low temperatures as observed
in the experiments by DeVault and Chance. At thermal equilibrium oscillations have large energy
kBT with the square of standard deviation given by σ2 = kBT

ki
, and a probability of displacement

from equilibrium given by:

P (x) = (2πσ2)−1/2exp

(
−x2

2σ2

)
, (2.3)

accounting for quantum mechanical vibrations instead of classical, the average energy is given
by:

Ẽ = (~ω/2)coth (~ω/2kBT ) , (2.4)

such that, for the equally spaced vibrational quanta (phonons) of difference ~ω, even at n= 0,
the lowest energy level has ~ω/2 and a probability of displacement:

σ2 = (~ω/2ki) coth
(

~ω
2kBT

,

)
, (2.5)

which converges to kBT at high temperature, kBT >> ~ω/2 and ~ω/2 at low temperature
kBT << ~ω/2, where independence of T is achieved. So, now treating the nuclear vibrations as
quantum, we arrive at the semi-classical regime [12]:

kDA =
2π

~
|HDA|

2

(2πσ2)−
1
2 exp

(
− (λ−∆E)2

2σ2

)
. (2.6)

Figure 3. Showing the internal hydrogen transfer in malonaldehyde from Scrutton et al [9]. a and b show the transition

towards product from reactant, via the transition state. c indicates donor (D) and acceptor (A) moving along a reaction

coordinate, Q, the dashed line shows where tunneling is most probable at the transtion state TS. The TRC denotes

’tunneling ready coordinate’. d shows the potential energy surface along a reaction coordinate for hydrogen and deuterium

transfer at the same D-A distances. The idea of a “promoting mode”: to enhance the hydrogen transition is depicted, if

motion in c d(Q) is conducive to promotion, then the tunneling distance dtun is reduced and in combination with a

lowering of the activation enthalpy a rate enhancement results.
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The fully quantum regime can be obtained by using equation 1.1 with FC factors. Using FC
factors that assume the Condon approximation, that the transitionHDA is constant over the cross-
over region, see * in figure 1, and the nuclear and the electronic part of the Hamiltonian can be
separated and factored out. As nuclear vibrations are on the scale of 0.1Å versus 1-10Å transit of
a charge tunneling (for example) it is reasonable to suppose that charge feels a fixed field with
respect to the nuclear environment. The full quantum transition rate was first determined by
Huang and Rhys in [13], for F-centres in diamonds. It takes into account not just the probability
of charge transfer due to the charge’s ability to tunnel, but also with respect to the ability of
oscillators to make quantum transitions that facilitate the processes. This is measured by the
nuclear part, an overlap integral:

C(n, n′) =

ˆ
χnχn′dχ. (2.7)

Where C2(n, n′) = FC, is a Franck-Condon factor, n′ is a vibrational state on A and n is a
vibrational state on D, χ is a vibrational wavefunction. Evidence provided by the C. Vinosum
data, [8], is best fitted by the full quantum mechanical (QM) model:

kDA =
2π

~ω
|HDA|

2

exp−S(2n+1)
{
ñ+ 1

ñ

} 1
2p

IP

(
2S[ñ(ñ+ 1)]1/2

)
. (2.8)

Where S = λ/~ω= µQ2ω/2~ is a Huang-Rhys factor, ñ is the average quantum number of
ensemble oscillators, Ip is a Bessel function, [14]. The full quantum consideration, equation
2.8, converges to the classical Arrhenius activation barrier, equation 1.4, in the limit of high
temperature. Thus equation 2.8 explains the results at the higher temperatures but also the
temperature independence at low temperatures. The experiments can most completely be
explained by tunneling in enzymatic processes [1]. Further to experiments implying a quantum
tunneling effect, modeling the process with a full quantum mechanical treatment fits the
experimental results well [1, 15]. For example, for the process of ascorbate oxidation by
ferricyanide, the observed KIE at room temperature is larger than the semi-classical limit by a
magnitude ~7, indicating that nuclear quantum mechanical tunneling of the proton occured (and
it is perhaps vibrationally assisted)[16]. Thus calculating the rates of such charge transfer, with
full quantum analysis not only converges to the classical result (the regimes are not mutually
exclusive), but explains the empircal tests provided via isotopic substitutions.

(a) Challenges and future prospects
Though it is very well established that quantum mechanical tunneling plays an important role in
enzymatic processes that sustain life, it is still the case that this information is not fully applied
in the development of catalysts, for example, which scientists still fail to make as efficient as
biocatalysis by enzymes. Partly this may be because it is not fully clear exactly what role the
protein environment takes. As in photosynthesis see section 4 (and potentially olfaction, see
section 3) it is becoming clear that the ’hot and messy’ environment (the protein) may actually
aid rates and transitions rather than hinder, in ways that have not been fully quantified yet.
Protein conformations from equilibrium in a tunneling pathway may have very small destructive
interference, they may also modulate the energy gap between donor and acceptor sites in the
protein electron transfer reactions: thermal control can be helpful! An interesting notion of
“promoting modes” versus “accepting modes” has been defined with respect to tunneling in
enzymes [17], see figure 3 and 4. The latter meaning a non-vanishing overlap integral accounts
for charge transfer, as in equation 2.7, i.e., the transition is enabled, versus the former which
leads to active compression of the activation barrier, by reducing the height or the width, i.e.,
the transition may be enhanced. As in figure 3, a vibrational motion d(Q) coupled to the reaction
coordinate compresses the reaction barrier [17]. Identifying such promoting and/or demoting
modes present in the protein’s oscillating environment may be key to engineering better rates.
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The development of terahertz spectroscopy that is able to determine single molecule vibrations
may lead to a promising future in this area [18, 19].

Figure 4. Depiction of vibrationally assisted models of hydrogen transfer from [9]. E denotes energy on the potential

energy surface, q is the environmental reaction coordinate, r is the hydrogen coordinate where transfer is indicated by the

red sphere, occuring at crossing point q*. qR denotes hydrogen in the initial/D state, and qP the hydrogen on the final/

A state. ’M’ denotes this Marcus-like depiction, see equation 2.2, of the Born-Oppenheimer states on the environmental

reaction coordinate. In a promoting mode a vibrational motion must be coupled to the itinerant charge.

3. Olfaction
In olfaction, the process by which we detect odor, it is not fully understood how an odorant
molecule initiates the odorant response. It does so by “turning on” an olfactory protein, a G-
protein coupled receptor (GPCR) [20], but the physical mechanism by which it does this has
not as yet been fully determined. One theory is that the odorant fits the receptor like a “lock
and key”, similarly to the previous section 2, however, designing odorants based on such shape
complementarity between receptor and odorant (analagous to the substrate and enzyme) proves
that this theory alone is not sufficient in the case of explaining olfactory response [21]. For one
thing very diversely shaped molecules can initiate the same receptor and conversely same-
shaped molecules initiate non-mutual receptors, such that the receptors are often referred to
as simultaneously “discriminatory” and “promiscuous” . Further, olfaction does not alter the
chemical composition of the odorant, there is no driving toward a product state from a transition
state (in the odorant at least) like in TST. There are ∼ 390 types of functional human olfactory
receptors, [22], all of which are somehow “tuned” to respond to the different molecular stimuli
offered by odorants in order to span a “smell space” of potentially thousands of odorants [23],
and they do so in a combinatorial process: many receptors initiated constitute a “code” that
determines a smell character [20]. The receptors do this consistently (there is no subjectivity at the
receptor level), and are shown to be exquisitely sensitive to “something” of the odorant (in ~390
ways), but that something is currently unknown. This is not a unique problem to smell: many
ligand-protein recognition events are not well understood, and notoriously rational design of
drugs based on “structure activity” relationships fail to come up with successful lead candidates.
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Since GPCRs are an important drug targeting class, ~50% of pharmaceutical designed are targeted
at this class of protein [24], advancement in this area is of great importance to global health.
Determining a completed theoretical basis for molecular recognition, when the ligand is not
chemically altered, that is truly explanatory and predictive is an ongoing process.

It was first proposed by Dyson and then Wright [25, 26], that this “something” could be the
odorants molecular vibrations: that the receptor is somehow transducing the thermal fluctuations
of an odorant. However, as everything in biological processes is thermally fluctuating, how
would the receptor extract this information from the noise? Later, Turin [27], proposed that the
receptor is detecting the odorants quantum mechanical vibrations. This process had already been
established as a signaling transduction mechanism by Jaklevik and Lambe, [28] in 1968, where
they showed inelastic electron tunneling (IET) through a small molecule, that bridges an electrode
junction, encodes information of the molecular energetics (quantized vibrations, or phonons) in
the resulting current, see figure 5.

Figure 5. Lambe and Jacklevic demonstrate inelastic electron tunneling through a metal junction, from [28]. There are two

possible ways for the electron to cross the tunneling layer (insulating barrier) via a) an elastic or b) an inelastic transition.

The inelastic transition occurs when there is a molecule bridging the tunneling layer with a mode of vibration, ~ωo, that

the tunneling electrons excites, and so loses energy to.

In IET there are two possible ways for the electron to cross the tunneling layer via a) an elastic
or b) an inelastic transition. In the elastic case the electrons tunneling across the insulating barrier
(in the figure 5 see “tunneling layer”) do so without losing energy, transitioning from one Fermi
level to the other in crossing from metal 1 to metal 2. In the inelastic case the electron loses
energy that directly matches whatever may be filling the insulating barrier, such as a molecular
“bridge” with an excitable mode of vibration. Typically the elastic current is dominant and can be
extracted from I

V plots, whereas the inelastic channel is extracted from the second derivative,
d2I
dV 2 , as peaks in the spectra that correspond to increases in conductance due to vibrational
modes ~ωo, thus identifying what molecule fills the tunneling layer by its spectrum. Turin’s
proposal was that the GPCR olfactory receptors implement a similar mechanism [27]. Since, it
has been established that a mechanism for biological IET is feasible as a detection mechanism in
the nose if you consider Fermi’s golden rule for electron transfer where the odorant is treated
as a small perturbing presence [29]. Fermi’s “golden rule”, see equation 1.1- we refer to again, is
a non-adiabatic rate equation that allows calculation of the times of a transition event (such as
an inelastically or an elastically tunneling electron). The rule holds provided there is only weak
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electronic coupling between two electronic states ϕD and ϕA, e.g. an electron in an initial state
on a donor and in the final state on an acceptor (both fixed) and there is a separation of D and A
energy levels, e.g., as in a binding site of a GPCR (or in the contacts between enzyme-substrate).
Similarly to the metal junction in figure 5, the hypothesis is that an odorant docks at the GPCR
binding site and fills an insulating barrier. A donor and acceptor state for electrons must exist
somewhere in the odorant-receptor system such as a residue that hydrogen bonds to the odorant
at the binding site (where the protein replaces the metal junction in this instance). The binding
event and presence of the weakly coupled states at reasonable electron tunneling distances [4],
enable the transfer of an electron due to the perturbing effect of the odorant’s presence. The key
question, however, is whether the electron transfer is elastic (not discriminatory - no energy loss)
or inelastic (discriminatory - ~ωo is lost) and so if the odorant molecule can be identified by its
phonon excitation, or whether the non-identifying elastic route dominates, as in the metal junction
IETS, disguising the odorant’s effect.

Using Fermi’s golden rule in this way results in a non-adiabatic semi-classical Marcus theory
expression for olfaction:

kDA =
2π

~
t2

σn√
4πλkBT

exp

(
− (εn − λ)2

4λkBT

)
, (3.1)

c.f., equation 2.2, except the particular parameters for olfaction, where εn = εD − εA − n~ωo,
εD is the energy state of the donor, εA the acceptor, and ~ωo is the vibrational mode of the
odorant, n= 1 corresponds to one phonon excitation, n= 0 corresponds to zero phonon excitation
on the odorant. σn = exp(−S)Sn/n!, is a Poisson’s expression for the dependence on Huang-
Rhys factors S, λ=ΣqSq~ωq is the relaxation (or reorganization) energy of the environment, Sq
is the Huang-Rhys factor for all the oscillations in the environment and S is the Huang-Rhys
factor similar as in equation 2.8, but explicitly for the odorant. In the olfactory theory it is the
ratio of the change in energy to ~ωo, where the change in energy is due to the change in force
occurred to initiate the electron transfer due to the odorants perturbing presence, i.e., the ’kick’
to cause the transition. Notice that again the Born-Oppenheimer principle is used: the electronic
and nuclear wavefunctions are separated as usual in Marcus theory [30]. There is an electronic
coupling matrix element contained in t that determines the strength between D and A at the
nuclear configuration of the transition state and is sensitive exponentially to distance [4]. In the
case of olfaction, a hopping integral between D and A is estimated, resulting from an admixture of
these states with the odorant. The rest of the terms are Franck-Condon factors that determine the
nuclear rearrangement upon electron transfer, and can be portrayed in a configuration coordinate
similarly to figure 1, [31]. The crucial result is that the inelastic tunneling rate is higher (preferable)
than the elastic rate. In other words when an odorant with a phonon of ~ωo docks at the receptor
with a donor-acceptor energy gap matching this energy then vibrationally assisted tunneling
occurs- the electron is aided in its transition by the presence of the odorant. With no odorant
present (or one with an ’incorrect’ ~ωo), the tunneling event is less likely, thus quantum mechanics
enhances the rate in order for discrimination: smell! This result has been replicated [32], and
extended further by Nazir et al [33], from the original hypothesis beyond the semi-classical Marcus
theory of [29] to solve a polaron master equation and find that accounting for dissipation by
introducing a Lindblad term, see section 4, increases the frequency resolution of the receptor and
the sensitivity to the presence of the odorant. It can be seen that, against intuition, dissipation
assists the population of acceptor over donor states and the quantum dynamics of the system are
more thoroughly accounted for in this model. The dissipative model also explains the phenomena
of chiral recognition in olfaction [34], [35].

Any vibrational based theory of olfaction offers a simple test (similar again to the above
section 2), provided by isotopic substitutions. Substituting atoms in the odorant enable a change
in mass (and so frequency) that will shift the mode of vibration (e.g by 700 cm-1[36], 86 meV) ,
whilst keeping other physical properties the same, binding to the receptor for example, should
not be significantly disturbed. Changing the vibration should alter the smell (which would be
hard to explain classically). However evidence in this area is ambiguous. Haffenden et al [36] in
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1996 showed that human subjects could distinguish benzaldehyde from benzaldehyde-d6. Then
in 2004 Keller and Voshall reported that human subjects could not distinguish acetophenone
and d-8 acetophenone [37] and then more recently in 2013 [38] this was contested and it was
shown that in fact these particular isotopes could be differentiated when expert smellers and
gas chromatography (for purity) were used. Note also behavioural studies using insects have
suggested that drosophila menogaster (fruit flies [39]) and apis mellifera (honey bees [40]) are able
to distinguish isotopically substituted odorants. Such behavioural studies of insects evade the
subjectivity elements unavoidable in human tests, but still do not isolate the effects at the receptor
level, where there is no room for contention. One recent study by Zhuang et al [41], does just
this, one of the ∼ 390 receptor types they screened (“OR5AN1” identified as a human “musk-
recognizing” receptor) is tested in vitro against deuterated and non-deuterated muscone. This
test eliminates any process in perireception and post reception and directly probes the odorant -
receptor activation process. They show for a number of musk odorants that dose-response curves
do not show any differentiation between isotopic forms of the odorants with any statistical
significance, see for example figure 6 [41]

Figure 6. IR spectra for “4-d30” (red line) and undeuterated muscone “4” (black line) indicating differing vibrational modes

(particularly in the 1,380-1550 cm-1 region) from [41] copyright Proceedings of National Academy of Sciences, USA. Also

shown are dose-response curves of OR5AN1 plots for (1) cyclopentadecanone and (4) muscone and the scatter plots

with 96% confidence interval log EC50 values, showing there is no differentiation between isotopes that is statistically

significant [41].

This study shows definitively that the muscone receptor is not sensitive to deuterated muscone
odorants. This work is fairly damning for any vibrations based theory of olfaction, note however
it concentrates on one particular “musk-sensitive receptor” and further it tests the hypothesis
that C-H vibrations alone are signatures in smell spectra. According to the theory developed
[29], it would a better test to probe vibrational modes such as C=O, for example (substitute with
isotopic oxygen), which are more likely responsible for the large changes in forces (there are larger
moving partial charges upon phonon excitation) that would give rise to an enhanced electron
tunneling event (or promoted, as in section 2). It is likely in all these (C-H targeted) deuteration
experiments, the wrong mode of vibration is being tested- one that would not typically stand
out against others in the odorant-receptor environment. This concept is explored in Lin & Besohn
1968, as in section 2, showing that ’promoting modes’ in napthalene and actephenone correspond
to C-C stretching vibrations which give appreciable derivatives of electronic wavefunctions with
respect to the nuclear coordinates, as opposed to the C-H stretching vibrations which provide
’accepting modes’ (non-vanishing overlap integrals), [42]. Both can occur but, the promoting state
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is better at enhancing the rate, or perhaps in the case of olfaction being the signature vibration that
turns “on” the receptor.

(a) Challenges and future prospects
Apart from the recent study by Zhuang et al which concentrates on muscone [41], there has been
little experimental testing of the vibrational theory in smell. Testing various isotopic substitutions
in this manner at the receptor level would be very informative. Any detailed quantum mechanical
analysis of the binding site in olfaction is limited by the lack of crystal structures available for
the olfactory receptors. Energy states εD and εA are assumed to be molecular orbital states
(highest occupied molecular orbitals). Is it even possible for an energetic donor-acceptor splitting
to match such a small ~ωo (typically 200 meV)? What donors and acceptors of electrons might
there be available in the olfactory receptor? Calculating the electronic coupling for initial and
final wavefunctions without any structural information would constitute very involved guess-
work, given structural fluctuations on the picosecond timescale and sub-Ångstrom distances may
substantially affect any quantum process. However, recent studies have advanced knowledge of
the binding site [43] and new research is emerging to show that biological IETS may play a role
in neuroreceptors [44]. So let the notion of phonon assisted electron tunneling (as a signalling
mechanism) be emphasized and not ignored, if not a role in olfaction, but perhaps in other systems
in biology that rely upon ligand-receptor activation.

4. Photosynthesis
Photosynthesis, abundant in plants, algae and bacteria, is arguably one of the most important
fundamental interactions on Earth: the conversion of sunlight energy into the chemical energy
that forms the basis of life. In brief, a photosynthetic system uses an “antenna” (100,000s of
light absorbing molecules) to capture sunlight energy which initiates the process by creating an
“exciton”; an electron -hole pair, that travels to the Reaction Centre (RC) and ultimately results
in the production of ATP, the “molecule of life”. For maximum efficiency all photons absorbed
have to make it to the RC; but there are so many random paths! The photon does not “know” the
most efficient route. So the suggestion is that, rather than taking one path, quantum coherence is
used to travel all paths simultaneously. Given the photosynthetic molecule’s raisôn de ẽtre, often if
surviving in hostile (low-light level) conditions, is to gather as many photons of light at the RC as
possible- what benefits are provided by quantum physics? One possibility is that coherence and
interference exhibited by the absorbed photons may enable a quantum “random walk”- most
efficiently getting the energy to where it needs to be [45]. This process is electronic energy transfer
(EET), rather than energy transfer, but equation 1.1 can again be used to calculate transfer rates.

These first photosynthetic steps: energy harnessing and transfer to the reaction centre for
charge separation, all take place within 10’s of ps. The protein-pigment complexes (PPCs) that
constitute the antennae that funnel the excitation energy to where it needs to be are exquisitely
manufactured such that these systems may operate at low light levels and still gather enough
excited states but conversely they must be able to operate in excess sunlight, and therefore contain
“quenching” molecules that protect against light damage. The key chromophoric pigments in
photosynthesis (those that absorb photons to make an "exciton") are chlorophylls, for example
as in figure 2, the primary molecules in photosynthesis. However, carotenoids are often in
close proximity in order to “tune” energetic states, like the protein may do in olfaction and/or
enzymatic processes. Carotenoids actually most often serve as regulatory molecules, they
photoprotect chlorophylls from population of triplet states in excess light conditions so that
damaging free radicals are not generated.
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Figure 7. A PPC from pdb code 3BSD showing the 7 pigments in the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (FMO) complex in

Chlorobaculum tepidum (formerly Chlorobium tepidum) from [46]. The structure of the FMO is shown in blue ribbon

and the chromophores: bacteriochlorophyll a (BChl a) is in green. The 2D molecular structure of the seven BChl a is also

shown next to the protein [46].

Figure 7 illustrates the structure of the Fenna-Matthews-Olson (protein) complex and seven
bacteriochlorophyll a (pigment) molecules from Chlorobaculum tepidum, a photosynthetic green
sulphur bacteria. The FMO shown here is a monomer unit that exists in trimeric form in nature
and links the chlorosome to the RC. The BChl a pigments absorb light at 800 nm which is referred
to as the Qy transition. Passing this excitation energy on to other pigments en route to the reaction
centre, without fluorescing or being lost to any other route is integral to the efficiency of the
overall process.

In the case of such a PPC the Hamiltonian for FMO, see section (b), HPPC (or HDA), is given
by [47]:

HPPC =
N∑
m=1

∑
a=g,e

Hma(x) |ϕma〉 〈ϕma|+
∑
m,n

~Jmn |ϕme〉 〈ϕmg| ⊗ |ϕng〉 〈ϕne| , (4.1)

where there aremthand nth pigments (7 in total in the FMO case, though 8 have more recently
been discovered) and they are either in the ground g or first spectroscopically excited state e.
It is assumed there is no orbital overlap between these pigments and that the assignment of
electrons is unambiguous. Wavefunctions |ϕme〉 and |ϕmg〉 (or donor D and acceptor A surfaces,
as similarly to previous sections) are the initial and final (ground and excited) states as depicted
in figure 9 and 8. ~Jmn determines the electronic coupling between pigments and:

Hma(x) = εma(x) + nuclear k.e (4.2)

is the Hamiltonian for nuclear dynamics as determined by the electronic state g/e and εma(x)
is the potential energy as a function of the nuclear coordinates. Hmg(x) and Hma(x) are modeled
as set of displaced harmonic oscillators as in equation 1.5 and figure 1 and figure 8, represented
by parabolas.
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Figure 8. One BChl a pigment depicted in the FMO, and configuration coordinate diagram for the excitation process from

[47], as an energetic excitation causes a transition from D or |ϕmg〉 to A or |ϕme〉. After excitation reorganization takes

place with an energy ~λm and timescale τrxnm .

See in figure 8 that ~Ωm = εme(x
0
mg)− εmg(x0mg), which is a Franck-Condon transtition

energy (or ’site energy’ on the BChl a) and ~λm = εme(x
0
mg)− εme(x0me) with reorganization time

τrxnm . Equation 4.1 contains many degrees of freedom so often environmental motion is modeled
as random fluctuations. This is termed the “energy gap coordinate”, um =Hme(x)−Hmg(x)−
~Ωm and determined by um(t) = eiHmgt/~umee

−iHmgt/~ . The choice of um(t) is determined
by fluctuations of normal modes at temperature T, moderated by dissipation characterized by a
response function χm(t) that approaches the classical limit:

χm(t) =− d

dt
Γm(t), (4.3)

and:

χm(t) =
i

~
〈[um(t), um(0)]〉mg , (4.4)

where Γm(0) = 2~λm, is the Stokes shift at high T [47]. This is termed the classical fluctuation
dissipation relation (equation 4.3). The root mean square amplitude of the electronic energy
gap is moderated by

√〈
u2m
〉
mg

=
√

2~λm/β, at very large amplitude oscillations the quantum

superposition state is collapsed and the classical solution is obtained. When ~Jmn < ~λm
or τ txnm <<J−1mn then the inter-pigment coupling is small with respect to the relaxation in
the environment. In this small coupling limit the electron-nuclear coupling can be treated
perturbatively: nuclear reorganization occurs before energy transfer (EET) and the motion can
be described as incoherent hopping - a diffusive random walk. Within this regime we obtain a
reaction rate, [48]:

km−→n = J2
mn

∞̂

−∞

dω

2π
Am[ω]Fn[ω], (4.5)

which shares similar characteristics to the rates derived in the sections 2 and 3. Equation 4.5
descrobes second order perturbation theory or Förster theory. FC factors are used to separate
out the vibrational overlap and spectral features indicating that vibrations modulate EET,
again similarly as to section 2. This scenario is otherwise known as “environment assisted”
or “dephasing assisted quantum” transport. Am[ω] is the fluorescence spectra of the acceptor
pigment Fn[ω] is the fluorescence spectra of the donor pigment and the integral consists the
“overlap integral” or “spectral overlap” as in equation 2.7, and the rate of transfer from pigment
m to n is proportional to J2

mn.
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Figure 9. 7 BChl a’s in FMO, with excitation states depicted and "quantum beat" oscillations with time, from [49].

It is not necessarily the case that the pigment coupling is small. In the case ~Jmn > ~λm, or
J−1mn << τ

txn
m , the non-Förster (Redfield) regime, the pigment excitation may be delocalized over

several pigment sites and so the exciton is robust with respect to dissipation of the reorganization
energy. In this case coherent transfer is observed where the exciton wave packet travels with phase
coherence. To understand this coherent effect: refering to the full interaction system Hamiltonian,
equation 1.8, whereHS is the Hamiltonian for the degrees of freedom in the system,HE describes
the free evolution of the environment and HI the interaction between the environment and the
system [6]. In the case of FMO:

HS =
∑
m

~ΩmB†mBm +
∑
m,n

~Jm,nB†mBn, (4.6)

is the Hamiltonian for the excited state of the pigments. The environment Hamiltonian is
usually described, again, as a collection of harmonic oscillators that can be described by the
bosonic relation, when the nuclear motion is quantum [48]:

HE =
∑
m

Hmg(x), (4.7)

and the excitation-environment interaction Hamiltonian is given by:

HI =
∑
m

umB
†Bm, (4.8)

using the creation and annihilation operators
[
Bm , B†n

]
= δ(m− n).

A third alternative to the Förster hopping regime or the above very strong coupling (or
Redfield) regime is the intermediate regime where J−1mn ∼ τ txnm , which also exhibits coherent
effects where the pigment excitation energy straddles all sites, see figure 10 for a representation
of these three main regimes for EET, [50]. There are many models and techniques used to solve
the Quantum Master Equation (QME, when the open system is evolved) for the understanding of
wave coherence in photosynthetic apparatus, more thoroughly explained in these reviews [48, 50].
Förster and Redfield theory are second order perturbative methods used for small and very large
electronic couplings, Jmn, respectively, and are only touched on here. The QME may also be
solved for the intermediate regime, see figure 10, using the multiconfiguration time-dependent
Hartree algorihm [50], and other techniques are the generalized quantum master equation, the
path-integral approach, mixed quantum classical approaches and semi-classical methods [50].
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Also hierarchical equations of motion (HEOM) and interpolates between the Bloch-Redfield
and Förster regimes [50]. This surge in theoretical development is vast and complex so this
review will serve only to point the interested reader to more thorough sources of study, whilst
briefly outlining in the next section the reason for this great flurry of theory development: the
experimental observation of coherent EET via 2D spectroscopy.

FT

Figure 10. Figure to show the incoherent Förster (very weak coupling), intermediate coherent (large coupling) and

Redfield (very large coupling) regime for EET in photosynthesis, from [50].

(a) 2D electronic spectroscopy
The FMO example, as in the above section, is so important because it was the first photosynthetic
system to display long-lived coherent excited states in experiment [51]. Ultrafast (femtosecond)
laser pulses are able to populate excitonic states within the BChl a Qy band. Using ∆E∆t∼ ~,
the energy gaps of 70-400 cm-1 correspond to time periods of 80-500 fs [47]. A third order
coherence response is generated by 3 pump pulses from a laser. Results are frequency and phase
resolved using frequency domain heterodyne detection, obtaining a magnitude and phase of the
signal. When the 3 laser pulses are directed at the sample, the time period between the first
two pulses allows a ’one-quantum coherence’ τ (the coherence time) between the ground and
resonant excited states. The second pulse promotes population of more excited states, ground
states and coherences between ’zero-quantum coherences’. The time period between the second
and third pulse is the ’waiting time’ T . The third pulse causes a radiative coherence (the third
order coherence response). The period between the final pulse and the emitted signal is the
rephasing time t. 2D spectra is taken at specific waiting times T , see figure 11. The 2D spectra
is generated by fixing T and taking a 2D Fourier transform over the t and τ times [47].

The important point to note from these experiments, shown clearly in figure 11 for a marine
cryptophyte algae (PC645) and in figure 12, where it was discovered for the first time in FMO, [51],
is the fact that the amplitude of the signal is oscillating with time - quantum coherent “beats” are
observed.

To understand the nature of these quantum beats we return to the system Hamiltonian,
equation 1.8, which can be evolved with time as in u(t) = exp[−iHt], making a unitary transform
operator ρ(t) = u(t)ρ′(0)u†(t) for a density matrix in any basis set [47]. The equation of motion
for the density matrix is the Liouville-von-Neumann equation for time evolution of an isolated
(closed) quantum system:

∂ρ(t)

∂t
=
−i
~
[H(t), ρ(t)], (4.9)

giving a first order differential equation, with operator L, the QME [6]:
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amplitudes oscillate with v2 − v1, Fourier transform gives the oscillation frequency. b) shows the 2D spectra at T=55 fs

(real part of total signal) for PC645, a marine cryptophyte algae that contains 8 billin (chromophore) pigments, coloured

bars are peak absorptions for the chromophores. The green cross indicates a cross peak with coherent oscillation as a

function of waiting time T (at 570 nm, 600 nm). c) plots the oscillation’s amplitude with wating time d) plots the rephasing

(red) and non-rephasing (purple) amplitudes of this cross peak and e) is a Fourier transform of the traces in d) showing

that peaks occur at 26 THz in both signals but 21 THz only in the rephasing spectrum, from [50].

=
−i
~
Lρ(t), (4.10)

when expressed in the Hamiltonian eigenbasis with εi as the energy of the ith eigenstate:

∂ρij
∂t

=
−i
~
(εi − εj)ρij , (4.11)

ρij(t) = e
−i(εi−εj)t

~ ρij(0), (4.12)

It can be seen that under time evolution of the reduced density matrix ρij(t) [47], that there
are oscillations or “beats”, that are coherent for the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix
that represents the ensemble i 6= j (the transfer terms), and diagonal elements are the populations
of energetic (spectroscopic) states i= j which remain constant (energies of individual sites). For

an observable to be measured (in spectroscopy) 〈A〉= Tr
〈
Âρ
〉

the observable operator is the
dipole moment change and is determined as the amplitude intensity, see vertical axes in figures
11, 12 and 13. The dipole moment operator does not commute with the Hamiltonian and so
off-diagonal elements (the coherent beats) will be observed in measurements of the amplitude
with respect to time, as is seen in the experiments. As noted, ways in which to solve the QME
using various approximations to understand observed coherences are diverse and extensive.
QMEs implementing a Lindblad operator, a non-unitary evolution of the density operator, which
introduces a dephasing rate and the mixing of states, have been successfully studied in various
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Figure 12. The first evidence of electronic coherence between single states in FMO, a non-rephasing signal appears on

the main diagonal in a) and evolved in time, see b). Plotting the amplitude of the lowest exciton peak beating with time,

upon Fourier transfrom d) reproduces frequencies that agree well with the predicted beat times and intensities, from [51].

elegant theoretical investigations that match well the 2D electronic spectroscopy observables
[52, 53, 54, 55], but similarly Bloch-Redfield equations explain and predict observations well [56].

(b) Challenges and future prospects
The development of femtosecond (“ultra-fast”) spectroscopy, see section (a), in probing
photosynthetic complexes has been a major break-through in the field “quantum effects in
biology”. It shows the first instance of observing quantum superposition and coherence dynamics
in vital biological systems. Though the discoveries have not been without dispute. There are
debates on the mis-match between laser excited states generated in experiment and the natural
continuum that comes from sunlight- are the coherent states even initiated in nature? Sunlight has
a maximum intensity at 500 nm on the surface of the Earth [47]. Further, it has been discussed that
2D spectroscopy does not differentiate electronic coherence from vibrational. However this has
been tested, where Hayes et al show isotopic substitution (again changing vibrational states) fails
to affect the quantum beating [46]. It is thus surmised that the effect is purely electronic. The final
main objection is: what about physiological temperatures? This has also recently been addressed,
the first to show quantum coherence at higher temperatures (> 77K ) was in phycobiliproteins in
cryptophyte algae [46]., and further in FMO itself, [57] even at room temperature quantum beats
are observed, see figure 13.
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Figure 13. Quantum beats at room temperature in FMO from [57], copyright Proceedings of National Academy of

Sciences, USA. Data shown are at waiting time T = 400fs and A) is 77K B) 125K C)150K and D) 277K. At higher

temperature peaks are broader (dephasing between g and e states). Theoretical analysis, [58], extracts the quantum beat

at the cross peak (white circle) nd plotted in E) as a function of waiting time T to observe the amplitude oscillating. The

beat occurs ∼ 200 fs even at room temperature.

Though the temperature question seems to survive testing, coherent beats persist in ambiance.
It is still questionable quite what is the point of long-lived electronic coherent states? If they are
generated by natural light in photosynthetic systems, then why? It was initially thought that
the coherence enables a faster search for the most efficient route to the the RC, analagous to a
“Grovers” search algorithm, as borrowed from quantum information theory [45]. Essentially it
appears plants are able to use algorithms to determine fast routes of the energy to the RC: in
similar ways in which researchers would like quantum computers to work. Thus it has been
predicted that there is much potential in quantum computing that biological mimetics may enable
progress in generating photocells for clean energy transport.

5. Bird magnetoreception
Ornithologists Wolfgang and Roswitha Wiltschko were the first to observe and carefully
document evidence, in the 1970s, of the phenomenon of bird migration which appeared to be
directed by sensory clues sensitive to the Earth’s magnetic field. They suggest that the garden
warblers migrating from Northern Scandinavia to Southern Africa every year are directed from
their detection of the Earth’s magnetic field. They have an internal Sat-Nav. This has been shown
in birds such as European Robins and also more recently it was found in domestic chickens, but
also turtles and spiny lobsters [59]. The original tests simply placed the birds (European robins)
in cages with no sky view, within which they would scratch at the South-Westerly direction, the
direction they would be migrating if free. The concept of magnetodetection was deduced from the
main finding that when the birds were exposed to an external magnetic field that interfered with
the inclination (angle) of the Earths magnetic field, they become lost and scratch at all directions.
Further, when their eyes are completely covered they become similarly disorientated, suggesting
the process is photoinitiated. Not only is the process light-dependent, but magnetodetection in
European Robins has shown to be wavelength dependent, see figure 14, [60].
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Figure 14. Experiments show birds exposed to monochromatic light exhibit differing orientation behavior- orientation is

better in ’bluer’ light, from [60].

As explanation there are two dominant theories currently in the field; one essentially is
classical; based on ferrimagnetic iron oxide particles in the bird’s body. The classical picture
describes a magnetically sensitive protein that acts analogously to a physically moving compass.
A navigational ’Magnetoreceptor’ of this kind has recently been discoved [61]. However for the
purposes of this review, we concentrate on the alternative hypothesis which conjectures quantum
processes in photoinitiated radical reactions: a Radical Pair Mechanism (RPM). The RPM was
first introduced by Schulten [62] and developed further by Ritz [63, 64, 65, 66, 67], his idea that
the “chemical compass” in the bird is a light initiated radical pair mechanism, where a disruption
to the pair recombination due to magnetic field effects results in interpretation and recognition in
the birds nervous system. A proposed such RPM can be described as in figure 15, [68].

Figure 15. RPM mechanism adapted from [68]. The left shows the photo-initiated radical pair AB (FH and W here), the

spin Hamiltonian Ĥ interconverts the pair from singlet to triplet states, with differing resulting singlet or triplet products as

a consequence of the entanglement. in the middle: stuctures in the box show the tryptophan radical (W) and the flavin

radical (FH) at the proposed orientation in vivo, (the possible AB pair). On the left are the 2D structure’s for FH and W.

The orientation of this possible RP (from pdb code 1DNP) was used to calculate anisotropic magnetic field effects in [68]

.

Light first excites the donor (D) and acceptor (A) molecules from the electronic ground state,
causing electron transfer from D−→A, resulting in unpaired electrons on each: radical pairs.

FH + ~ω→ FH∗→ [FH•+ +W •−] (5.1)
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S [FH•+ +W •−]←→ T [FH•+ +W •−]

It is proposed, see figure 15, that the donor and acceptor may be FH and W respectively, as in
5.1. The radical pairs are initially singlet states (anti-parallel electron spins) but an interaction due
to hyperfine coupling leads to conversion into triplet states (parallel electron spins). This singlet-
triplet mixing (S-T) is a coherent oscillation of the total electron spin state, determined by the
hyperfine constant (which arises due to the interaction between the spin states and the magnetic
nuclei in the environment) but also the Zeeman interaction with the external magnetic field B.
The rate of this transition back to a recombination of singlet states depends on the orientation of
the (Earth’s) magnetic field [6] and the interconversion is coherent oscillatory: another quantum
beat! For more detail of the coherent oscillations, Kominis [69], shows that different approaches to
solve equation 4.9 versus the full QME, can be used to show the time evolution of coherent states
〈QS〉T . What is interesting to calculate are the rates respectively of kT triplet product formation
versus ks singlet product formation since this encodes information about the magnetic field. What
are the rates for product SP or ST formation based on S/T populations?

For this problem, the QME, c.f., equation 4.10, is given by the Haberkorn approach [6]:

∂ρ

∂t
=
−i
~
[H, ρ]− kS(QSρ+ ρQS)− kT (QT ρ+ ρQT ), (5.2)

where QT projects on the triplet subspace and similarly for the singlet subspace. The
Hamiltonian of the radical pair in the protein (nuclear) environment is the sum of the hyperfine
coupling (left term) and the Zeeman contribution (right term)[6]:

H =
∑

i=D,A

∑
siTijIij − gµB

j

B(−→sA −−→sD), (5.3)

which introduces the effect of the earth’s magnetic field B as discussed above. The
Hamiltonian of the radical-pair interaction is given by Iij and si which are nuclear and electron
spin operators and Tij which is the hyperfine coupling tensor. g is the gyromagnetic ratio and
µ0 is the Bohr magneton, and B the external magnetic field, the strength and direction of which
defines the population of triplet versus singlet states. It is found that the longer lived the pair the
more sensitive to B the system[68]; if the magnetic Hamiltonian has no time to mix the electron
spin, all reaction products will remain singlet. The singlet yield is then determined from [6]:

ΦS = kS

ˆ ∞
0

tr[ρ(t)QS ]dt. (5.4)

The orientation information is derived from the anisotropic hyperfine interaction; the
interconversion of S←→ T states is dependent on the RP (fixed in a protein in the birds anatomy)
relative to the direction of the magnetic field. The hyperfine interactions are anisotropic, so that
kS 6= kT depending on the orientation of the chromophoric molecules with respect to the field,
see figure 15, which shows the variation of ΦS with respect to orientation (angles Phi and Theta)
of the RP at B = 50 µT and kS = 2× 105 s−1 (European Robins magneto-detect within 43 - 54 µT
[68]). The changes in rate according to the orientation dependence suggest that the bird responds
somehow to the information of the earths field with respect to these D/A molecules in its anatomy
(in its head movement).

(a) Challenges and future prospects
Though the theory is fascinating, an analagous reaction mechanism is shown, see figure 17, it is
unknown where anatomically the RPM takes place. The proof of principle is shown, in the case
of a synthetic triad of carotenoid (C)- porphyrin (P)-fullerene molecules, [70] that RPs do indeed
encode magnetic fields through S/T reaction rates. However this is a synthetic construct and
experimental verification and identification of the biological system that may host in actuality this
mechanism in animals has not yet been determined. There are various suggestions as to which
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Figure 16. Shows the orientation dependence of the singlet recombination probability ΦS of the radical pair [FH•+ +

W •−] as in figure 15, from [68]. Results are for a weak field of B = 50µT and kS = 2× 105s−1.

protein is responsible, and cryptochrome is the popular contender [71], but this is not certain,
and certainly exactly which molecules are the donor and acceptors in the RP is not ascertained
either. Figure 15 for example, is based on a D/A pair FH and W which is modelled on FADH and
Trp-306 in the E. coli DNA photolyase. This photolyase repairs UV damage to DNA and involves
electron transfer, energy transfer and enzymatic processes (all of the above!) but it is not clear this
is the protein used in animals for magnetodetection (it is a model construct like figure 17). The
RPM is also known to occur in photosynthetic reaction centres, and has been probed with EPR
-zero quantum coherences and quantum beats have been observed [72]. Further if the protein
conjectured to house the RPM is cryptochrome (which has not been established via EPR and
ENDOR experiments to show spin-correlated radical pairs of certain lifetimes) it is still not known
how the field information is then passed on to the bird’s response. Similar to the limitations in
section 3, more needs to be known about the receptor structure responsible, and the possibleD/A
candidates, especially as in this case, it has been seen that there is an orientation dependence, but
also how is the singlet recombination rate then transduced to the bird’s nervous system?

Figure 17. Reaction mechanism (bottom) and 2D structures of the carotenoid (C)- porphyrin (P)-fullerene (F) system (top)

that demonstrates the “chemical compass” principle, from [73]. Interconversion between singlet and triplet pair is shown

[C•+ − P − F •−] as moderated by weak magnetic fields. The rates at which they recombine to C-P-F is spin-selective

accounting for rates kS and kT . C•+ shows the anisotropic hyperfine couplings calculated on C.
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6. Conclusions
Four systems have been discussed. All describe rates with differing degrees of possible “quantum
effects” hosted in a type of PPC. These quantum effects range from tunneling, as observed in
enzyme processes and conjectured in olfaction, to the observations of superpositioned states and
persistent coherences in photosynthesis, and finally to entanglement: Einstein’s “spooky action
at a distance” in a possible mechanism for magneto-detection in animals. Arguably one of the
most astonishing, and common, inference from this examination is counterintuitively, that the
environment (the protein) in the PPC does not hinder any of these processes, but actually that it
may help.

(a) Environment helps
This review particularly focuses on an environment modelled using normal modes (bosonic
baths), though spin baths are touched on in 5. This assumes anharmonic, large amplitude, and
long timescale motions are on irrelevant timescales (with respect to the rates described here). If
it were otherwise any quantum superposition state carrrying information would collapse. It is
found, that actually normal mode vibrations at least, do not decohere, but rather support and/or
accelerate rates. In section 2 Enzymes, the possibility of tunneling being “stabilized by phonon
emission” is first introduced. In section 3 Olfaction, tunneling is conjectured to be assisted by
phonon emmision by an odorant. In both it is possible that a vibrational mode may accept and/or
promote the rate. Of course there may also be “demoting” modes. In section 4 Photosynthesis,
depending on the coupling regime appropriate, it is found similarly that collective modes may
cause environment assisted or dephasing assisted quantum transport. Implementing a Lindblad
operator for dephasing also does not neccesarily involve decoherence, in photosynthesis see [45],
or in olfaction see [33], but supports coherence. It is less obvious that vibrational modes may be
useful in magnetoreception, however it has been experimentally shown that the environment
does not disguise any effect [73], and it is likely that the D/A pair that encode the field are
held at relative orientations optimal for the effect transduction, see figure 15, which is of course
determined by the host protein. As is the nuclear environment (the nuclear spin) which is key to
coupling to the D/A states, see equation 15, for the asymmetry in reaction rates.

Intriguingly, although protein environments (e.g., enzymes) are more often thought of as
insulating barriers (see figure 2 for example) and as “wet and noisy” environments thought not
to be any way conducive to the survival of any “quantum effect”, it has been seen that protein
motion may serve to promote key quantized events such as charge and energy transfer. Typically
proteins can facilitate transfer by: i) reducing the effective tunneling mass by solvent exclusion, ii)
enabling crossing by equalization of energy states reactants and products (i.e. moving the Born-
Oppenheimer surfaces closer together, see figure 1) iii) and by reducing barrier widths. Note, that
the notion that the environment aids a transition does not neccesarily imply that the transition is
quantum. Perhaps most exciting is the idea that protein motion may support the persistence of
coherent oscillations, seen in figure 13, for example at ambient temperatures. Not only support,
but that the protein may provide non-classical oscillations that assist the transfer of charge and/or
energy [74]. The vast and exciting work done in this area of photosynthesis is induibably aided
and fueled by the advancement in experimental evidence, see section (a), that definitively shows
a quantum phenomena, and highlights a need for future work in the other areas.

(b) Challenges in general and future outlook
As mentioned above, it is clear the field of “quantum effects in biology” is most well tested
in photosynthesis - where quantum processes have been directly observed. Structures of
photosynthetic apparatus provide more reliable information on the relevant states involved. This
is not true exactly for magnetodetection and olfaction for example. The analysis can only be as
good as the representative Hamiltonian, which defines all interactions and forces driving the
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system, and not knowing the likely D/A states, let alone with the precision required, is a huge
bottleneck in these fields. Designing experiments, then, that directly test hypothesizes here, at the
quantum level, must thus be a priority for advancement. Until then, though interesting, quantum
effects remain conjecture, and any analysis is really redudant without experimental proof. It is
hoped however, that the theory and some concepts mentioned here highlight promise, and that
the developments will continue. In these fields and beyond, there is still much more to discuss,
neglected here is work in quantum computing, or quantum simulators as in Mostame et al [75],
where biological mimetics may suggest promise. In fact “quantum effects” and the exploration
thereof have indicated to be useful in various fields: DNA mutations [76], vision [77], and even
consciousness [78], to name a few, all of which may also exhibit surprising quantum effects and
provide fascinating avenues for future examination.
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